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ABSTRACT 
On a simplex SC Rd, the best polynomial approximation is 
&(f k,,(s) = Inf { llp, -f IL,,(s) : pn of total degree nl 
The Durrmeyer modification, M,,f, of the Bernstein operator is a bounded operator on L,(S) and 
has many “nice” properties, most notably commutativity and self-adjointness. In this paper, rela- 
tions between ljM,,f-f I/L,,(S) and E,~r,,(f),,,(.~) will be given by weak inequalities. These will imply, 
for O<a<l and lspsw, 
Mf L,,(s) = oW*“) e IlWf -f IIL,,(s) = O(n -9 
We also see how the fact that P(D)feL,(S) for the appropriate P(D) affects directional 
smoothness. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier article [7], the multivariate Bernstein polynomial approximation 
was compared to best polynomial approximation in the uniform norm on the 
simplex. As the Bernstein polynomial approximation is not a bounded operator 
on L,(S), we cannot compare it with the best polynomial approximation to a 
general function in L,(S). In the univariate case, it was the Kantorovich- 
Bernstein operator that took the place of Bernstein operators in the com- 
parison. We find the Durrmeyer-Bernstein polynomial approximation to be the 
preferred alternative since it is not only bounded on L,(S), but commutes with 
other operators of the same family and with the appropriate differential 
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operator as well. Furthermore, the Durrmeyer-Bernstein operators are self- 
adjoint and can be given by an expansion of orthogonal polynomials. The 
multivariate Durrmeyer-Bernstein operators were actually introduced by M. 
Derriennic [4] who gave them as an extension of the one-dimensional case given 
by Durrmeyer [12]. 
For the simplex S= {u=(u,, . . . . ud) : U;L 0, C:‘; , U; 5 1 > , the Durrmeyer- 
Bernstein operator is given by 
with x,u,j3eRd (/3=(k 1, . . . , kd) with integer entries ki) and 
(ls2) P,,k,,...,kd(U,,...,Ud)‘Pn,8(U)= n! 
P!(n- IPI)! 
uq1- lul)“-‘fl’ 
where /3!=kl!..+kd!, uB=ufl.-- ~2 (~f=l if k;=ui=O), 1~1 = Cf’, Ui and 
I& = Cy=, k,. A key to theorems on these operators is the self-adjoint partial 
differential operator associated with them and given by 
(1.3) ,r P(D)= ;: axi(l-lxj)&+ c 5-c x.x- d---t ;=I i3.q I ,<, (ax, a,) ’ J( axi a,) 
e C P;,j(D)e 
,a, 
In this paper, we will show that the behaviour of liMnf-fllL,cs, is closely 




L,(S) = Inf i Ilf - PllLp(S) : P polynomial of total degree 
smaller than k}. 
As a result of our investigation, we will have for O< a< r, 
(1.5) IlO&, - O’fll~,~s, =OW) ++ EA.&,~s~ = oW2”h 
The first result of this type was proved by K. Ivanov [13] who showed for 
fEC[O,l] and O<a<l, 
(1.6) II&f-f /IC[O, I] = OW”) H E,,(f),,, I] = 0W2”) 
where B, is the Bernstein polynomial operator. For C(S), this type of result 
was proved in [7]. That is, for f .s C(S) and O<a< 1, it was shown in [7] that 
(1.7) II&f-f //C(S) = O(H~) w E,(f& = O(n-‘“). 
Similar to the situation in [7], we will prove a more delicate relation between 
E,(f) and the rate of approximation. Here the results are on L,(S), 1 sps 03 
or C(S) and not merely on C(S) and are much better even for C(S). Moreover, 
because of the properties of M,, we will obtain relations between P(D)f and 
directional smoothness and apriori estimates. In section 2, we obtain a bound 
of //(Mn - I)‘f //L,(s) by Edf )L,(s, with k*<n. In section 3, we describe the 
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relation between Ek(f)L,(s~ and the related K-functional. In section 5, we 
estimate &L&(S) with the aid of the sequence Il(Mk -Z)‘j$sJ for ksn2. In 
section 6, we derive conclusions from the above results pertaining to directional 
smoothness, Besov spaces and apriori estimates. 
2. ESTIMATES OF ll(hfn - I)rfllp 
We recall the identity (see [2] or [3]) 
1 
(2.1) M&f-f= i 
k=n+l k(k+d) 
WWW~ 
The identity (2.1) combined with P(D)Mkg=MkP(D)g for gE C2’(S) [2, 
Lemma 2.51, llMAp~ llfll, and CT=,,+, 1 /k(k + d) 5 l/n yields for g E C2’(S) 
(2.2) IlWn - Or&~ n-‘lIPVV& 
We can now state and prove our estimate. 
THEOREM 2.1. For f E L,(S) and 22(kp ‘)< n I 22k we have 
(2.3) ~l(Mn-z)‘f~~p& 22”‘mk’E21(f)p. 
/=O 
Using the monotonicity of E,(f), and of 2Y’, we can write Theorem 2.1 in 
the following way that some (not us) may find more attractive. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For f l L,(S), we have 
(2.4) li(M,-z)‘filp’cn’,~~~k2’-‘~k(f)p. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. We denote by P,, the polynomial of best approxima- 
tion of total degree smaller than n in L,(S) and write 
(2.5) 
ll~~,-~>‘fll,~II~~,-~~‘~f-~2”~ll~+ll~~n-~~’~2~l/~ 
5 2'E,*(f lp + II @cI - O’P2~ lip * 
We now write 
P2t= ;: (Py-Pp1)+P,. 
I=0 
Using (2.2) for g = P21 - P2/ I and the above expansion, we have 
(2.6) ll(M,,IYP2*l,~~-r,~, IIPW’U?-P~J $. 
We will show for P,, a polynomial of total degree m, 
(2.7) IIp(DPm I/,~Gm211Pm II,, 
with C, that is independent of m and P,. As P(D)P, is again a polynomial 
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of total degree smaller than or equal to m, we can iterate the above to obtain 
(2.8) Ilp(0’p, llpl C;m”llP, I&. 
Using (2.8) and 
IIQ - P2’ ’ lip 5 2E2, ’ (f), 
in (2.6) and recalling (2.5), we complete the proof of (2.3) pending the 
J proof of (2.7). To prove (2.7) we recall that P(D)P, is bounded by a 
combination of finite number of terms (see (1.3)) where each one is exactly like 
II $,,(I - Ixl&%x) II = II~,,*uw%x)ll,. 1 I &J(S)
In fact, one obtains other terms by affine transformations. For example, 
IlP1,2(~)f(X)IIL,,(S) is l/Pi, I (D)f(u)lILpcSj with u1 =x1, u2 = 1 -x, ... -x,, u3 = 
x3, . . . , ud = x, . To estimate the above expression, we have 
The Bernstein inequality 
is a special case of Theorem 2.1 of [8] where we set r = 2 and the simplex S for 
the bounded convex set. The Markov inequality 
is a special case of Theorem 4.1 of [8] with the simplex S standing for the 
bounded convex set. Combining the estimates (2.9) and (2.10), we derive the 
desired estimate. 17 
3. ESTIMATE OF En(f)L,,cSj BY AN APPROPRIATE K-FUNCTIONAL 
We recall from the monograph [lo] by the second author and V. Totik that 
(3.1) 4WLp(S)~m47f, WLp(S) + ~-mIlfllL,~s,l 
which is valid for any simple polytope and hence for the simplex S. The 
modulus of smoothness oT(f; t)L,(s) was defined by 
where V, is the set of unit vectors in the directions of the edges of S 
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(3.3) &(e,x)=( min d(x,x+Ae))( max d(x+A,e,x+A2e)) 
s+le.$S x+i.,reS 
t-l,2 
and d(u, 6) is the Euclidean distance between a and b. We note that the expres- 
sion in (3.2) may look somewhat simpler than o$(f, f)P defined in [lo, 
Chapter 121 but observing (12.2.1) and (12.2.2) of [lo], it is clear that these are 
the same notions with the convention that Arc:,f(x) = 0 if either of x + m/2 he 
does not belong to S. We further note that if we replace as(e,x) by d,*(e,x), 
satisfying 
(3.4) C’ds*(e,x)5cZs((e,x)5Cds*(e,x) for eE Vs 
in (3.2), we obtain a concept that is equivalent to or(f,t),. It can be easily 
seen that for d:(e,,x) defined by 
(3.5) ds*(e,,x)=x;(l- 1x1) and d,*((ej - e,)/l/z, x) =XiXj 
we have 
dg(e,x)lds(e,x) and Js(e,x)<4d;(e,x) for eE Vs 
and hence (3.4) is satisfied. Therefore, using d;(e,x) instead of ds(e,x) leads 
to an equivalent expression. 
We now define the K-functional 
where V’s is the set of edges of S and Gus =dz(<,x) for [e Vs. 
It is implicitly clear from [lo, Chapter 121 that we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. For f~ L,(s) 
(3.7) &(_A 0,s CK,,,(f, f”)P. 
PROOF. For the sake of completeness, we will give the proof of (3.7). For this 
it would be sufficient to show for any direction l E V’s and function f e L,(S) 
(3.8) lI~~~:,,(,)~f~~~ll~“(s,~~llfll~,(s, 
and for f E C” 
(3.9) Ild~~6c(x)rf(x)lIL,(S)~ a” 
In fact, because of symmetry and linear transformations, it is sufficient to 
prove (3.8) and (3.9) for <=e, and rpg(~)2=~)e,(~)2=~,(1 - 1x1). We define 
t=x,/l - 1x1 where ~=(x,,...,x~) and write 
f(x)=f(xl,x2,...,xd)=f(f(l- /*l),x,,...,x,)=f(t(l- ~*~),2)=F,(t) 
4&,,,,,f(x) =&&W) with v(t)‘= W - 0. 
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We denote S^={a=(X*,...,X,):xirO, 1 -x2- ... -x,>O} 
dimensional result, that is, (2.4.3) of [lo], we write 
and using the one- 
To prove (3.9), we observe that 
and using the univariate analogue of (3.9) which is (2.4.4) of [lo], we have 
For p= 03, the obvious easy modifications are used to prove (3.8) and (3.9) and 
this will complete the proof of our theorem. 0 
4. RELATION BETWEEN I/(M, - I)‘nfllp AND K2r,s(J Q, 
The estimate of II(A4, - I)‘f/, by the K-functional given by 
(4.1) K(f, f’)p= Inf ill.-id,+ W(Wgll,~~ 
get+(S) 
that is, 
(4.2) IIW, -Nfllp~ W(f; n-7, 
was given in [2]. The estimate (4.2) has a strong converse, i.e. the terms of (4.2) 
are equivalent, and therefore it is somewhat surprising that we need here a 
relation with a different K-functional that is not (and can not be) of a strong 
converse type variety. This estimate is helpful in the next section and will be 
useful for the main result and comparisons of different K-functionals. 
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THEOREM 4.1. For f E L,(S), IVl,,f defined by (1.1) and K,,s(f, t)P defined by 
(3.6), we have 
(4.3) K&f, t’),r IIW~-Vfllp+ Ct'k'K,r,,(f,k-'I, 
for any pair of integers r and m. 
In the context of ordinary Bernstein polynomials this type of result has been 
proved in the important paper of Berens and Lorentz [l, p. 6961 and used in 
the proof of a converse inequality, see also [lo, Lemma 9.3.41. 
PROOF. The function f can be written as 
f=(I-A4,)“f- i ‘I (-1)‘M;f 
I= I ( > 
and hence, it is sufficient to show that 
where < is an edge of S, ~p,,(x)~=x;(l - 1x1) and (P~~,_~,),~(x)~=x~x~. In fact, 
symmetry and affine transformations imply that it is sufficient to prove (4.5) 
and (4.6) for <=x1. These results will be stated in the next two lemmas which, 
when proved, will imply (4.3). 0 
LEMMA 4.2. For f E L,(S) and f E C2r(S), 
(4.6) 
II 
LEMMA 4.3. For f E L,(S), 
REMARK 4.4. While Theorem 4.1 was proven for any pair of integers r and 
m, the more interesting case is when m 2 r. 
In [5], a theorem similar to Lemma 4.3 is given but as it is not exactly Lemma 
4.3 and as the method here can be shown for all d at the same time, we chose 
to give the proof directly. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2. The idea of the proof follows the method that was 
used to prove the univariate analogue (see [9, I, p. 751). With the conventions 
Pk,/](x) = 0 whenever /3/k@ S and that p+ y is vector addition in Rd (which we 






-& 2rpk,p(x) = 
1 
,,“i,)l ;f”(-l);( ~)p,,,-,,,-il,,(x). 
Using integration by parts, we obtain 
Pk-2r,P-(2r-i)e,(~)SPk,p(~)f(~)d~ 
s 
(k+d)! 2r 2r 




= (k-2r)!(k+2r)! ~~~~~~~~~~ 
C Px2,a(x)lf(.)(~~~~+2~,B+2rn(u)dU 
s 1 
(k+d)! k! 2r 
C 
= (k-2r)! (k+2r)! ~~~~-2r~ES 
pk-2r,poC)d~~+2r,11+2re,(u) T$ f(u)du. 
( ) 1 
We can now write 
where 
k! 
a(k, P, r) = 
k! (k- 2r)! (k + 2r)! (“,“)( jY+il,)( /l+kre,)-2<1’ 







/3/(k 2r) ES 
x ~pk,/3+re,(u)[~,(1 - lui)]’ 
s 
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which completes the proof of the Lemma. 0 
The proof of Lemma 4.3 requires the following univariate Lemma. 




PROOF. Following the almost standard procedure (see [6], [9] and [lo]), we 
divide [0, l] into Ek = [ 1 /k, 1 - l/k] and El = [0, l] \ Ek and give the estimate on 
L,(E,) and L,(Ei) separately. Using (4.8), we have 
and 
sCk’-‘. 
To obtain the estimates on L,(E,) and LI(Ek), we recall from [6, p. 2831 that 
Pf;‘(t) is a sum of terms of the type 
q, 
,m 
(t) (j - kt)*‘-*‘- m 
(t(1 - t)y-’ k’P/c,j(t) 
where 1~ 0, m 10, 2r - 21- m 2 0 and ql, ,,,(t) is a polynomial in t which does 
not depend on k and j (see also [lo, Chapter 91). We now use 
i Ij-ktISP~,j(t)IKkS’2cp(t)S for tEEk, 
J=o 
which follows from (3.6) of [6] for even s and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
for odd s. As lqr,m(t)l I C(I, m), we complete the proof of (4.10), writing 
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1/4,,m(0(~(1 -o)‘-‘L’j~o I -kt12’-2’-mPk,j(t)IIL,(Ek) 
I C(f, n~)Kk’k-~‘~ Il(p(t)-m IILmtEk) I C, k’. 
Using (4.8) of [9] or (9.4.15) of [lo], that is, 
&p(r)2’-2rk’jj-ktl 2rp2’pmPk,j(t)<Ck’-’ 
together with the above description of PfJ”(t), we have (4.11). 0 
We are now ready for the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3. Using the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem, it is 
sufficient to prove our result for p = 1 and p = 00. Using 
it is clear that we need only show 
(4.13) II /z,w - IXIN 
and 
To prove (4.13) and (4.14), we observe that for /3=(I,, . . ..ld). one can write 
Pk,B(x)=Pk,(/* ,..., /&2 9 . ..Jd)% i/Ii +,,,/,@,N - ;: Xi)), 
i=2 
and 
Therefore, we have 
(x1(1 - lxl,$yP,,,, 
=(I- ,:.x:J(l-$J 
XPk,/, ..., /<,(X2, ...Jd)pfqp,+/,,/l 
Cl- ;;=,x;)* 
We now set B=(l2 ,..., Id), 2=(X, ,..., Xd), S={(X2 ,..., Xd):XjZO, ~~=,Xi5Zl} 
and _~=xr/(l- Cf=, Xi)E [O,l]. To prove (4.13), we write 
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To prove (4.14), we write 
I/ 
(k+d)! 
P(x1(1 - ~x~))r~ ( &rpkJdx)l Iii (s) k! I 
K yj P@(2) - 
. s 
x [ ‘f (~y(l-~)‘lP:“‘b.i,(~)ldx,]d~ 
5 v j&@)(l - &“(l -y)‘lP~~1)~,,,,(y)Idyd~ 
. s 0 
-s q [P&)(1 - jZl)C(k- ipI)‘-’ dZ  
. s 
I C, k’. q 
5. THE BASIC ESTIMATE OF E,,(& BY ~l(M,-I)‘.&, 
In this section, we will utilize the results of sections 3 and 4, in combination 
with techniques from [lo, Section9.31 and from [14] to obtain the weak-type 
estimate of E,(f), by IJ(A4, - I>“jj,. 
THEOREM 5.1. For f e L,(S), an integer rn and Q > 0, we have 
(5.1) En(f)~,~s,=(n-~ c 2’“1(& - U~WL,(S) + n-eIlf IIL,Ls)) 
0sr,2'sn 
and 
(5.2) &(f)~,,& C(n-@ c 
liksn' 
k(“‘2)- * IIc”k - I)“f /IL,(S) + ~-eIlfiI~,(Sj). 
REMARK 5.2. Theorem 5.1 is valid for all integers m and any Q>O but seems 
to be more interesting for 2mre. We note also that the present Theorem is 
valid even if Q is an integer. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. Using (3.1) and Theorem 3.1, we have 
(5.3) 
); 
E,(f)~,(sj s C(&YL l/~l)~ + n-2rllf IILpcs,) 
~~l~~2r,S~~f;n2~~,+.-2rllfllL,,(S)~. 
We now use Theorem 4.1 to obtain 
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(5.4) K2r,s(f, t2’),~ Il6W~-I)“‘fll~+ Ct2’k2’K2i-,,(.L kp2’&, 
where C is independent of t, k or f. We choose for a given Q, O<Q < 2r, an in- 
teger j> 1 such that Cje-2r I 1. (For a given Q, we choose r such that 2r>~ 
and for this r, (5.4) yields a constant C; the integer j depends now on Q, r and 
C.) We recall that K2r,S(f,t)p~ llf/lp for any t and this, combined with the 
above, implies 
(5.5) K~.,s(f,n-~‘)~Gn-~ ( C 
OS/S/” 
j@ II W+ - O"f IL,(s) + Ilf IIL,d 
where 
Z,=max{Z:j’ln). 
At this point, we can combine (5.3) and (5.5) to derive for some Q> 0 and j (that 
depends on Q), 
(5.6) E,(f)l.0(S)~C2n-e(o~~~, j’@ll(Mj21-ZI)mfl/L,(S)+ IlfIILpcSj). 0 
We note that Q is any positive number and that for some of the following, (5.6) 
is sufficient. The additional work below is needed for the somewhat simpler 
form (5.1) (where no statement about the existence of j is required) or the form 
(5.2) that is similar to the Stechkin-type sums and so desired by many. The 
proof for both (5.1) and (5.2) follows the technique of V. Totik [14]. 
For the proof of (5.1) (and of (5.2)), we still use j defined above which 
depends on C of (4.3) and on Q. We choose i, to be the biggest integer i for 
which II WP - Vf IL,(s) achieves the minimum in the range j’-’ <2’1j’ for 
the given f and p. We now use (5.4) with t = np2 and k= 241, and then with 
t = 2-” and k= 2” z (for 1 odd or even when I0 is odd or even, respectively). 
This implies 
K2r,S(f,n~2’)p~II(M22’,,,-Z)mflIp+Cln~e 1 2e’L$M221,. I-Z)“fli, 
2 < ” 5 4, 
+ Cl 0 llf Ilp 
5 C,n-e( c 2e”Ilw2~~--I)mf I&+ Ilf Ilp) 
2’cn 
OSV 
which in turn implies 
&(f)p~C2npe( C 2e”II(~2~~-0mfllp+ llf lip)+ C~n~*‘llf Ilp 
2”Sn 
OS” 
and since Q < 2r, we have (5.1). We note that while the choice of il was 
dependent on f, the final result is not. 
To obtain (5.2) we use (4.3) directly rather than (5.4). We define a sequence 
v, depending on f and j such that vI is the largest integer satisfying j2’-2< V/S 
j2’ such that il(M, - Z)m f lip achieves the minimum in that range. We now apply 
(4.3) first with t = np2 and k= vlo and then with t = vr’ and k= v/_~. (Of 
course I is even or odd when Z,, is even or odd.) This consideration implies 
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K2r,s(f, n-2’)p~ IIW”,,, - O”‘fllp 
+ c1 npQ( c vf” II of”, * - w& + IlfllJ 
2</5/,, 
Since the last inequality is independent of the choice of v/, it is independent of 
f. Combining this with (5.3), we obtain (5.2). 0 
6. APPLICATIONSAND COROLLARIES 
Theorems 2.1 and 5.1 imply immediately 
THEOREM 6.1. For Occ-wcr, 15~103, 
(6.1) 
IW, - w&,,(S) = QW”) * K(f)L,,(S) = OW2”) 
H &(J ‘)p = O(?“). 
PROOF. E,(f), = O(K~“) implies Ez/(f)p = 0(2-2/a) which implies via (2.3) 
il(M, -Z)‘fil = O(nP). The other direction follows from (5.6) (or (5.1) or 
(5.2)). The second equivalence was proved in [lo, Chapter 121. 0 
One can also define the appropriate Besov spaces for the sequences 
IlOG - U’fll~,,~) and K,C~)L~(SJ. 
We define for the sequence (a,), 
( i laJ(n+ l))‘)“S, 1 s&s<03 
/I (4 II/, = n=O 
Sup IanI, ,s=cO n 
and obtain the following result with the understanding that E,(f),= ilflip. 
THEOREM 6.2. For O<cr<r, I~p~w, l<sc_w and 
uf), = II wn -m&,(S) 
the norms 
II Un + 1)2”&(f)~,~~d lli, and ll{(n+ V%(&11/~,+ II& 
are equivalent. 
Theorem 6.2 includes Theorem 6.1 when we set s = 03. 
PROOF. The proof follows the proof in [l l] for a similar situation. Here, 
however, we have to take care of the fact that b,(f), is not necessarily a 
monotonic decreasing sequence. This can be done directly by using the Hardy 
inequality rather than the geometric progression used in [l I]. It can also be 
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done by a choice similar to that given in the proof of Theorem 5.1. And in fact, 
a geometric sequence is comparable as it follows from [3] that 
lI(M-OrfIlp- II(~,-0’fII, if k-n 
at least when dl3 or when 1 <p< 03. 0 
We cannot hope to obtain equivalence between the expressions E,(f), and 
II(M, -Z)“‘fil, as the first is an unsaturated approximation process and the 
second is a saturated approximation process. It is interesting to note the im- 
plication of the above on the saturation class. 
THEOREM 6.3. Zf II(M,-Z)mfllp=O(l/nm), then wimm+‘(J t) =O(t2”) and 
hence ll~;~u&,,f IL,(s) si-e2m. 
PROOF. Theorem 5.1 implies E,(f),,,= 0(l/n2”) and hence Theorem 12.2.3 
of [lo] (see (12.2.4) with r = 2m + 1) implies 
w;m+‘(f,t)p=o(t2”). 0 
In [2] it was shown that II(M, - Z)f I& = O(n-‘) if and only if P(D)f exists in 
the weak sense and belongs to L,(S) for 1 <plw and to d(S) (measures on 
S) for p = 1. In fact, we have the following somewhat more general saturation 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. For an integer m, II(h4, -Z)“f lip= O(n-“‘) if and only if 
P(D)mf exists in the weak sense and belongs to L,(S) for 1 <plw and to 
A(S) (measures on S) when p = 1. 
PROOF. Suppose P(D)“f exists in the weak sense and belongs to L,(S) for 
1 <ploo and to A(S) for p= 1. Hence for ge 9 (where C@ is the space of L. 
Schwartz test functions), we have 
n-“((M,-I)“f, s> 
-m P(D)mM~,~~~M~,~f 
’ ..‘,,.,+, k (k +d).--k !T,=fl+1 1 I (k +d,“) m m 
=n -m ; 
k,=n+l 
(kl +d) (f,P(D)mMKMk,“g). 
m m 
We write 
(f,P(D)“M,I.**M,mg) = U’(DYf,Mk,...Mk,,g) 
and hence 
l WP)m_LM~, .*-Mk,g) 15 lIp(Wf IIIlsllq 
where II 11 means 11 lip for 1 <p< 00 and II II,Accsj for p = 1 and 4-l +p-’ = 1. This 
implies 
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ln-“(W, -O”f, g> Is IIJwYfll llsllq 
for all ge $Z and as such g are dense, 
Km II wn - Vfllp 5 II~(Wfll * 
The other direction is even more standard and follows the weak* compact- 
ness of the unit ball of a Banach space. The sequence nP’(A4, - I)“f in L,, 
1 <ps 00 or L, has IJI as a weak* accumulation point in L,(S) for 1 <plm or 
A(S) respectively. For ge G@, we have 
n-“<(M,-Omf,g) = <f,nPm(M,-Omg) + (f,P(DYg) 
but 
n-“((M,-V.Lg) -+ (y,,g> 
which identifies cp as P(D)mf in the weak sense. 0 
REMARK 6.5. We note that here the direct result causes none of the problems 
usually encountered in similar cases and this is due to the extremely nice prop- 
erties of Durrmeyer operators. 
We can now deduce from Theorem 6.4 and 6.3 the following interesting Cor- 
ollary. 
COROLLARY 6.6. If P(D)mf exists in the weak (distributional) sense and 
belongs to L,(S) for 1 <p 5 00 or to .X(S) for p = 1, we have 
o;m+‘(f,t)SCt2? 
The following apriori estimate is also a result of the theorems in the present 
article. 
THEOREM 6.7. If u_&P(D)~~, t),,lLt’ for O<cz<2, then a~$“‘+~(f, t),< 
ZfIl+0 L,1 . 
PROOF. Using the direct estimate of (M, - 1)f and earlier results, we have 
ll~~,-~~m+lfll~~~~-mll~~~-~~~~~~mfll~. 
We further recall that o$(g, t),<W implies E,,(g),~CtnP and hence 
II&I, -Z)glj,< C2P’2. With g = P(D)mf, we now have 
II(M,-Z)m+1fIlpIC3n-m-(a’2) 
and use (5.1) with 2m + (Y < Q to obtain 
&(f)L,(s)=K2m-a. 
We now use Theorem 12.2.3 of [lo], that is, (12.2.4) with r=2m+2 to obtain 
our result. cl 
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